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Las Vegas Strip 

"Casinos, Shopping and Much More"

The spectacular 'Strip' is synonymous with the City of Las Vegas, a world

unto itself where anything is possible. This stretch of South Las Vegas

Boulevard is bejeweled with luxury hotels the likes of which are found

nowhere else, entertainment venues that host some of the world's top

acts and attractions that run the gamut from the dancing fountains of the

Bellagio to the dazzling lights of the Fremont Street Experience. Here, it's

possible to enjoy a gondola ride down Venetian canals, tour Amazonian

forests, and admire the Eiffel Tower in a single day; a replica of some of

the world's wonders packed into a single street. The Strip's casinos are a

whirlwind of flashing lights where time holds no sway and fortunes are

won with the roll of a dice or the spin of a wheel. So grand is the

spectacle, that the Strip is clearly visible from the sky, its glimmering

facades, brilliant lights and distinctive architecture unmistakable as

anything else.

 +1 702 577 3564 (Tourist Information)  www.visitlasvegas.com/  Las Vegas Boulevard South, From

Russell Road to Sahara Avenue, Las

Vegas NV
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Fountains at Bellagio 

"Resplendent and Awe-Inspiring Attraction"

A beautiful visual water symphony choreographed to music provides an

unforgettable welcome to the Bellagio Las Vegas. The water jets span

more than 1,000 feet (304 meters) and can shoot up to 250 feet (76

meters) in the air while seeming to dance to choreographed lights and

romantic classical music. It is a spectacular sight and one worth taking the

time to view while strolling along the boulevard. As evening sets in, the lit-

up fountain is a sight to behold. Be sure to bring a camera as this is one of

Vegas' best attractions, and it's for free! The magic happens every 30

minutes until 8 PM, after which shows are every 15 minutes. Please note

that shows may stray from this schedule due to the weather.

 +1 888 987 6667  bellagio.mgmresorts.com/en/entert

ainment/fountains-of-bellagio.html

 3600 Las Vegas Boulevard South,

Bellagio Hotel Casino, Las Vegas NV
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Eiffel Tower 

"Spectacular View"

Are you in Paris or Las Vegas? Ride to the peak of the 46-story replica of

the Eiffel Tower in the glass elevators and you'll find you're in both places

at once! At the observation deck on top, you will behold a breathtaking

view of the Las Vegas Strip from 540 feet (165 meters) up. The 11th-floor

Eiffel Tower Restaurant is formal dining at its finest; reservations are

necessary. Tickets are available at the Tower.

 www.parislasvegas.com/things-to-do/eiffel-

tower.html#.UVsNllcrq3Y

 3655 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Las Vegas NV
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Bellagio Gallery of Fine Art 

"Classic Art at The Bellagio"

This collection is impressive even to those who have visited larger

museums in New York and Europe. On display are sculptures and

paintings from late 19th- and 20th-century artists, including original works

by Pablo Picasso, Claude Monet, Vincent Van Gogh and other European

masters. The tour is best appreciated when the audio headphones are

used, which are included with admission. Reservations are necessary, as

this is a very popular attraction.

 +1 702 693 7111  bellagio.mgmresorts.com/en.html  3600 Las Vegas Boulevard South, The

Bellagio, Las Vegas NV
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High Roller 

"A Bird's Eye View"

With a scale as high as 550 feet (167.6 meters) tall, the vivacious High

Roller is one of the largest observational wheels in the world. An

extravagant circular bend dominating the brimming Strip, this gigantic

Ferris wheel is a spectacular engineering feat. Complete with 28 cabins,

this observation wheel offers breathtaking views of the Las Vegas Valley.

A spectacular adornment to the LINQ, the High Roller seems to blend in

with the increasingly jubilant, iridescent and charismatic landscape of the

city. Soaring as if to reach the skies, it is especially a stunning sight when

lit up at night. The sweeping High Roller is an embodiment of Las Vegas'

vibrant spirit.

 +1 702 322 0593  www.caesars.com/thelinq/high-

roller.html

 3545 Las Vegas Boulevard South, The

LINQ Hotel + Experience, Las Vegas NV
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Gondola Rides at the Venetian 

"Cruise Through Venetian Canals"

O solo mio! You will be the recipient of a vocal performance as your

personal gondolier (trained by masters in Venice, Italy) takes you on a trip

you will never forget. These gondolas navigate the canals that run

through the Grand Canal Shoppes located at the Venetian Hotel Casino.

Reservations are required if you want a singing gondolier to take you on

your journey.

 +1 702 414 4300  www.venetian.com/resort/attraction

s/gondola-rides.html

 3355 Las Vegas Boulevard South, The

Venetian, Las Vegas NV
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Discovery Children's Museum 

"Ignite a Lifelong Love of Learning"

This museum features over 100 hands-on interactive exhibits dealing with

the arts, sciences, nature, music, and humanities. Among its many

worthwhile exhibits are Eco City, Toddler Town, and Water World. All of

this in 22,000 square feet (929 square meters) of exhibit space! The

Discovery Childrens' Museum is located close to Cashman Field, which is

in the Cultural Corridor

 +1 702 382 3445  www.discoverykidslv.org/  info@DiscoveryKidsLV.org  360 Promenade Place, Las

Vegas NV
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Springs Preserve 

"Oasis in the Middle of the City"

Nestled within close proximity to Downtown Las Vegas, Springs Preserve

is a natural park and cultural center devoted to commemorating the

history of Las Vegas and promoting sustainability. Listed on the National

Register of Historic Places, the preserve is a rich repository of desert

botanical gardens, museums, and galleries. It is home to several life-sized

displays, exhibits, and entities centered around building a green

environment. this insightful preserve also hosts classes, lectures, and

workshops built around the disciplines of cooking, archaeology,

sustainability, arts, crafts, cultural studies and more. Serpentine trails

cleave many wetlands and lush desert terrains at this sprawling preserve

which is also home to an indoor theater and a historic photo gallery. A

seamless synergy of nature, education, and conservation, Springs Reserve

is a noble step towards replenishing the global environment.

 +1 702 822 7700  www.springspreserve.org/  333 South Valley View Boulevard, Las

Vegas NV
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Fremont Street 

"Rivaling The Strip"

The Fremont Street area of Las Vegas is located downtown, north of the

famed Vegas Strip. Here you will find Las Vegas' original strip with classic

casinos, hotels, restaurants, and shopping. To attract more tourists away

from The Strip, the Fremont Street Experience was created. The massive

entertainment venue is home to Viva Vision, the spectacular light and

music show. Using over 12.5 million lights projecting onto a 500-yard-long

(457-meter-long) canopy 90 feet (27 meters) above the ground and a

550,000 watt sound system, it truly makes Fremont Street a prime

attraction. Shows are free and play every night, making your time on

Fremont Street all the more exciting. Keep your head and do not miss the

famed Vegas Vic, the neon sign that looks like a cowboy. Made in 1951,

the sign has ruled over Fremont Street since it was put up.

 +1 702 847 0711 (Tourist Information)  Fremont Street, Las Vegas NV
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The Mob Museum 

"An Offer You Can't Refuse"

The Mob Museum is located in what once used to be a courthouse. Built in

1933, it was one of the 14 courthouses in the nation to hold the Kefauver

Committee hearings on organized crime. This makes it a perfect backdrop

for The Mob Museum, an authentic view of the mob's impact on Las Vegas

history. The museum presents the story from the perspective of both the

organized crime syndicate and law enforcement. Visitors get to be part of

the action through theater presentations and interactive environments.

Visitors can shoot a simulated Tommy gun, listen to real FBI surveillance

tapes, and take part in FBI weapons training. The museum can also be

booked for private events.

 +1 702 229 2734  themobmuseum.org/  info@themobmuseum.org  300 Stewart Avenue, Las

Vegas NV
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The Neon Museum 

"Vegas' Neon History"

The Neon Museum is located in downtown Las Vegas and though it is

open all day, it is best viewed at night. See the Caesars Palace sign in its

fully-colored splendor, and catch a glimpse of the horse and rider from the

old Hacienda Hotel. The museum often adds new items to this marvelous

collection. Entrance is available as part of a guided tour only. Purchase

tickets early for the later tours as they fill up quickly.
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North, Las Vegas NV
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Red Rock Canyon National

Conservation Area 

"Breathtaking Panorama"

Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area, located just a few miles

west of Las Vegas, is named after the deep red 3,000-foot (914.4 meters)

high sandstone cliffs that are perched above the dusty wastelands of the

mighty Mojave Desert that encompasses it. The site has served as

ancestral homes for the tribes of Paiute, Patayan, Anasazi, San Dieguito

and Pinto since 11,000 BCE. It features a diverse and rich network of vivid

petroglyphs that can be been scattered all along its canyons, making the

conservation area a popular destination for admirers of Native Indian

culture and traditions. An ecosystem rich in flora and fauna, the Utah

desert-parsley, the Mojave yucca, the ponderosa pine, the desert bighorn

sheep and the endangered desert tortoise is some of its most notable

inhabitants.

 +1 702 515 5367  www.redrockcanyonlv.org/  1000 Scenic Loop Drive, Las Vegas NV
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